The youthful Edel told how he was contacted to volunteer for his country's freedom. He was sent to Guatemala where training was conducted by ex-army officers who "never told us where they were from." The cold, rainy, snake-infested jungle 3500 feet above sea level was very similar to Cuban conditions. He and his fellow outfits were taken to planes, des­ tination unknown, and flown to their respective positions, which they held without resistance for 3 days. The invaders, 6 bat­ sions (1000 men) finally ran out of ammunition, 2 of their 5 ships, 17 pilots and 9 planes. The total casualties were 300 Castro fighters and only 150 invaders.

Edel was then captured trying to obtain water, having gone 6 days without food and three with­ out drink. The Russians loaded him in a truck with the other prisoners and took them to cold castle to be executed. Ten days later, along with the others, Edel was killed.

"The majority of MSC students yearns for a woman. After marriage, a man yearns for his country's freedom. He was contacted to volunteer to fight for his country's freedom. He was sent to Guatemala where training was conducted by ex-army officers who "never told us where they were from." The cold, rainy, snake-infested jungle 3500 feet above sea level was very similar to Cuban conditions. He and his fellow outfits were taken to planes, des­ tination unknown, and flown to their respective positions, which they held without resistance for 3 days. The invaders, 6 bat­ sions (1000 men) finally ran out of ammunition, 2 of their 5 ships, 17 pilots and 9 planes. The total casualties were 300 Castro fighters and only 150 invaders.

Edel went on to talk about a question and answer period at which time he spoke to Castro, "I also think that it's a little bit out of his mind," and referring to a possible second invasion, "It has to happen—there's no other way."

Edel Fernandez majored in English and Animal Husbandry respectively at the University of Miami and the University of Flor­ ids. He is now temporarily out of work and wants to continue his education possibly at Rut­ ger's or elsewhere. He asked if he would locate to support his new wife and realized, "I don't expect money for telling the truth."

Annual Pi's Follies

Presented March 8

At 7:30 on Friday, March 8 in Memorial Auditorium, the Women's Pi's will hold their annual "Pi's Follies." Tickets, $1.50 each, may be purchased from the women of Pi. The Follies will consist of sororities and fraternities per­ forming with any of their talent.

The chairmen are Diane Griss­ backler, "No Charge for Truth," and Refling kraus, "First Prize in a temporary plaque—Mr. Babcock and Min­ niston, $1, permanent trophies.


Fast Growing College Unions

Celebrate 50th Anniversary

Two of the earliest college unions were founded in 1814. The representative to the Exe­ cutive Committee of the Association of State College Faculties is Dr. Irwin H. Cawley, Jr., president; Dr. Douglas R. F. Williams, assistant professor of Business Education, vice-president; Dr. Daniel Walker, secretary; and Dr. Evan M. Malamut, treasurer.
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Because they consider a folk­ singer as one who has ex­ perienced the things about which he sings and has an intimate knowledge of the areas from which his music springs, the Trio does not claim to be "folk­ singers."

However, they think that folk music best conveys the ideas they desire to express and identify themselves with,

PANZER SCHOOL GIVES GYM DEMONSTRATION

March 22 and 23

At 8:00 p.m. on March 22 and 23 in the Montclair State College Gymnasium, the Panzer School will hold its annual demonstra­ tion.

The program, co-ordinated by Dr. Randall Walker, will cover the areas of: tumbling, vaulting, modern dancing, folk dancing, rhythmical gymnastics and gym­ nastics on heavy apparatus.

The different sections, each under the direction of a Panzer faculty member, will be a re­ flexion of what the students work on in class and in chains and of the standards for a physical edu­ cation major.

Demonstrations will be per­ formed, almost entirely by the men and women physical educa­ tion majors in the freshmen, sophomores, and junior classes. A few seniors, who are physically teaching, will return to take part.
Dear Editor:

In the February 14th issue of the MONTC LARION, I was shocked to see a so-called "poem" entitled "The Poet's Corner."

First of all, "The Love Song of J. Alfred Freedick" by T. S. Eliot is a very beautiful poem, but I was quite shocked when I read the imitated and ridiculed Eliot's poem as I do not think it is a meaning of the poem in the last issue was just last paragraph. I would also like to point out that the students do not think the Poet's Corner presented poems because they do not want to lose the opportunity to read original, literary contributions. The Snack Bar did not fulfill the purpose of "The Poet's Corner."

I realize that the writing of poetry is a personal task, but it is not true to say that poetry is not an art which can be created by anyone. Therefore, perhaps, I am in line to position to criticize. However, I would much rather miss this feature of the MONTC LARION for one issue than be subjected to some pretense of poetry.

Eliot Pappas
English - 1615

Author's Comment:

In reply to the above letter from an interested student, I would like to criticize the shallowness of the latter's form to stress his emotion. As Eliot's "Poet's Corner" presented poems because they do not want to lose the opportunity to read original, literary contributions. The Snack Bar did not fulfill the purpose of "The Poet's Corner."

I realize that the writing of poetry is a personal task, but it is not true to say that poetry is not an art which can be created by anyone. Therefore, perhaps, I am in line to position to criticize. However, I would much rather miss this feature of the MONTC LARION for one issue than be subjected to some pretense of poetry.

John O'Brien

---

Dear Editor:

Can there be any explanation or reason for the following in this age of automation and electronic computers where we, as students, continue to expend such a limited amount of time taking notes in our grades? Since some courses require prerequisites, how is a student to select courses for the ensuing semester when the grades that he has taken are not known?

Other state colleges can and do distribute grades within one week after the completion of final examinations. No logical explanation presents itself as to why such an efficient system cannot be instituted at Montclair State College.

It seems as if money has been foolishly spent to provide up-to-date methods of calculating, recording, and distributing grades, while the time required to do this has constantly increased.

Dale R. Edelman

Summary of SGA Meeting

The seventeenth regular meeting of the 1963-64 SGA was called to order by Captain Lawrence Festing at 7:35 p.m.

George Schindel announced that he was unable to contact the Public Relations Officer to purchase the cassette movie film screen, but will do so in the near future.

Mr. Upady spoke to the Board concerning the Eastern States Conference to be held in N.Y. March 21 through March 23. The following students were selected to be discussion leaders: Diane Griesbach, Chairmen, Chuck Maley, Secretary, and Stacie Mustants, Recorder.

A motion made by Diane Griesbach and seconded by Lark P. N. was to begin selling tickets to It's Follow the Sun in front of the Student Union beginning March 4. The motion was carried unanimously.

A motion was made by Bud Meyers, seconded by Jerry Lee, and the Board accepted the revised charter of Gamma Theta Upsilon. The motion was carried unanimously.
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Kril’s Korner
by Ray Krill
Last Saturday proved to be a fall and enlightening day for sports fans as Montclair played host to both a wrestling and gymnastic meet.
A large crowd had the opportunity to see our grapplers defeat Newark Rutgers, Joe Semas and Larry Schiaccetto turned in their par excellent performances. This was the last home meet of the season. The next two dual meets will be against Seton Hall and Montclair State.
Almost immediately after the wrestling match spectators had the chance to see our gymnastic team in action against Trenton.
Cagers Loose On Road
by Charles Swenson
Last Saturday proved to be a full and enlightening day for sports fans. Almost immediately after the wrestling match spectators had an opportunity to see our grapplers defeat Newark Rutgers. Joe Semas and Larry Schiaccetto turned in their par excellent performances.
The meet also included tremendous performances turned in by our girls team. Gymnastics proved, to many, to be both an entertaining and education spectator sport. It certainly would prove successful if more of these combination meets could be scheduled. Perhaps next year.

Connecticut Teams Win Cagers Loose On Road by Charles Swenson After a come from behind victory over Seton Hall on Tuesday, the Indians lost two Tuesday night and complete the season Friday at Bloomfield.
In the JV game, Charlie Maher scored 39 points as the Indians took their 3rd straight, 92-75. The next night State met Southern Connecticut at New Haven and came out on the short end of an 84-76 score. The defeat gives Montclair a 15-11 record for both games. Two weeks ago Mimi dumped in 37 points for Paterson State.
Montclair J.V. basketball team in action against Trenton State.

Travel To NY Intercollegiate Meet
by Ray Krill Last Saturday, February 23, the Indian matmen defeated Newark Rutgers University 21-10. The victory gives the Montclair grappling a 5-3-1 record. This was a hotly contested battle since Bob Mizerak, Rutgers’ coach, formerly wrestled for Montclair State.
In the 133 pound class, Kurt Wasserman and Sam Tusa fought to a 1-1 draw. Ed Kasperian Rutgers’ 130 pounder, pinned Montclair’s Pat McGlory in 2:12. The next two matches were very close. In the 137 pound class Jim White edged Bill Fimbicito 4-3, and at 147 pounds Doug Loucks decided Andy Wells 5-4. These two decisions proved to be the key to the Indian victory.
Montclair’s Mike Bartley scored a disputed 2-0 decision over Roman Solchanyk in the 157 pound class. At 167 pounds, Newark’s Al McChlerey decisioned Lou Benedetti 3-2. Montclair’s co-captains continued their winning and pinning ways. Joe Semas pinned Bill Warren in 2:35 and Larry Schiaccetto pinned Ed Rud in 4:47.
The Indian grapplers close out their dual meet season with an away match against Wagner College, Wednesday February 27.

Indians Topple Trenton The Indians of Montclair celebrated their Homecoming by defeating the Trenton Lions in the thirteenth meeting of the two rivals, 13-0, at Clifton Stadium.

Man Bows To Spring
Wrestlers Grapple At MSC; Tie CCNY In Close Contest

Kickmen Victorious

For the second straight season Jim Baldauf of Montclair State College’s varsity soccer team in scoring during 1962 with 13 goals.

Wrestlers Posting Good Season

Montclair Joins NCAA Retains Place in NAL
Capitano Advances Point Total To 1002

Bowlmen Win The MSC varsity bowling team defeated nearby rival Paterson.